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Fig. 1. Using iForum to explore the MOOC forum of a JAVA programming course that has attracted more than ten thousand students during a ten-week course period. (a) The Overview shows the overall changes of posts, threads, and users on the forum. (b) The Matrix View further enables the comparison of dynamic patterns of different user groups along time. After a cell of interest is selected, orange lines are shown on top of the matrix to indicate the threads passing through that cell. (c) Meanwhile, the Thread View presents all selected threads in a compact layout, and (d) the Social Network View reveals the interactions among corresponding users based on their replying relationships. (e) When a specific thread is selected, the Text View displays discussions in traditional indented form.

Abstract—Discussion forums of Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) provide great opportunities for students to interact with instructional staff as well as other students. Exploration of MOOC forum data can offer valuable insights for these staff to enhance the course and prepare the next release. However, it is challenging due to the large, complicated, and heterogeneous nature of relevant datasets, which contain multiple dynamically interacting objects such as users, posts, and threads, each one including multiple attributes. In this paper, we present a design study for developing an interactive visual analytics system, called iForum, that allows for effectively discovering and understanding temporal patterns in MOOC forums. The design study was conducted with three domain experts in an iterative manner over one year, including a MOOC instructor and two official teaching assistants. iForum offers a set of novel visualization designs for presenting the three interleaving aspects of MOOC forums (i.e., posts, users, and threads) at three different scales. To demonstrate the effectiveness and usefulness of iForum, we describe a case study involving field experts, in which they use iForum to investigate real MOOC forum data for a course on JAVA programming.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Due to the potential for dramatic changes in higher education [24], Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC) have moved into a place of prominence in industries, in scholarly publications, and in the mind of the public [39]. Millions of students have registered for one or more MOOCs released by leading universities around the world. The MOOC forum is becoming a central hub where students are able to interact with instructional staff. According to a recent survey of 92 MOOC instructors [30], discussion forums are rated as the most useful resources in understanding class dynamics and preparing their courses for the next iteration.

Instructors of MOOCs, however, face several big challenges in analyzing the course forum. First, the forum data is complicated and heterogeneous: users initiate posts and reply to each other forming threads, which contain temporal, structural, and textual information. Second, the scale of MOOC forums is often large, typically containing thousands of users and hundreds of thousands of posts. Third, the dynamic interactions among multi-attributed MOOC forum users (including students with different grades and from different regions, as well as instructors), which partially reflect the success of a course, are difficult to examine due to the previous two challenges. Current practices of understanding MOOC forums are limited. To be specific, they only rely on reading through individual threaded discussions and
basic statistics analysis provided by the platform, such as the numbers of enrolled students shown in bar charts. These approaches are neither effective due to the massive number of users, threads, and posts, nor practical in solving tasks such as exploring dynamic interaction patterns among forum users.

Visual analytics techniques have been proven effective in exploring forum data in an intuitive and interactive way. For example, representing lengthy threads in hierarchical structures has helped people investigate the replying actions of users [36, 23, 33, 18]. Interactive visualizations have also facilitated the study of user interactions in online communities [17, 28, 25]. Some visualization systems have employed various analytical methods to discover insights into forums, such as automatic topic extraction and sentiment analysis [10, 35, 14]. However, none of the above techniques have sufficiently addressed all the challenges specific to analyzing MOOC forums.

To fill this gap, in this paper, we conduct a design study that involves three instructional staff in MOOCs to develop a visual analytic system, called iForum, allowing for effective discovery and understanding of dynamic patterns in course forums. We elicit domain-specific questions and tasks through multiple interviews, and design the system in a user-centered approach using real datasets.

iForum offers a set of novel interactive visualizations for presenting different aspects of heterogeneous MOOC forum data, including users, posts, and threads. Analysts can explore data from multiple levels of perspectives. At the macroscopic level, the overall temporal dynamics of the entire forum are revealed, such as the topic trends of posts, the volume of the users and threads, and statistical information on lifespans of users and threads. At the mesoscopic level, a matrix-based visualization supports the comparison of different user groups in the forum with the three essential information aspects. Interactive filtering mechanisms are equipped to allow for exploring the massive amount of MOOC forum data available and diving into particular parts of interests. At the microscopic level, the subset of data of interest to analysts is detailed in three views, revealing the user replying structures of the threads, the social interactions of users, and the original text in posts. To address the problem of threads in the MOOC forum being lengthy, we propose a novel visual design that effectively summarizes the structural and temporal information of a thread with minimum screen real estate. In addition, all the visualization views in iForum are interactively coordinated to ease the exploration process.

Our contributions in this paper include: 1) a set of domain-specific goals and design rationales derived through our interviews with instructional staff, 2) a novel visual analytics system, iForum, for the interactive exploration of dynamic patterns in massive and heterogeneous MOOC forum data, 3) a scalable and generalizable visualization of lengthy threaded discussions called Thread River, and 4) an in-depth case study to evaluate the effectiveness and usefulness of iForum on real-world datasets.

2 RELATED WORK
In this section, we review related techniques from three main perspectives: 1) demonstrating conversational threads in forums, 2) extracting high-level information from forums, and 3) understanding social interactions among forum users. In addition, we summarize the main algorithmic approaches for analyzing MOOC forum data.

2.1 Demonstrating Conversational Threads
Due to the complex hierarchical replying structures in lengthy forum threads, researchers have leveraged visualization techniques to help analysts understand phenomena and intrinsic structure of threads. For example, Wattenberg and Millen presented the Conversation Thumbnail, which employs a focus+context visualization technique to exploit text-level metadata and navigate the overview of large-scale online conversations [36]. To better portray the hierarchical structure, Newman proposed TreeTable to obtain thread overviews and mechanisms to assist with the coherent reading of threads [23]. Yee and Hearst employed a similar visualization technique, the content-centered discussion map to depict a specific thread within a larger set of threaded conversations [40]. More recently, the tldr system has been developed to lessen the problems of information overload and help users navigate large-scale discussions efficiently [22].

The above techniques preserve the hierarchical structure of forum threads, but do not keep the temporal information of every entity in the thread, e.g., posts. To depict both the sequential models and tree models of email conversations, Venolia et al. proposed a compact chronological tree table (CCTT) [33]. On the other side, Kerr developed Thread Arcs, combining the chronology of messages with the branching tree structure of a conversational thread in a mixed-model visualization [18]. Compared with CCTT, Thread Arcs is stabler and more space efficient. Although the visual design of threads in iForum is similar to Thread Arcs, our visualization reduces visual clutter by aggregating responses that reply to the same post. Moreover, we provide a focus+context approach for visualizing significantly lengthy threads to further extend the scalability of the design.

2.2 Extracting High-Level Information
Apart from presenting the low-level structures of forum threads, many works have employed text mining techniques to detect interesting patterns from data in a dynamic and scalable way. ForumReader is a tool combining visualization techniques with automatic topic extraction algorithms to help users explore flash forums [10]. ForAVis, which integrates sentiment analysis, provides greater flexibility to the analyst in different search and exploration tasks [35].

Recently, Hoque et al. developed ConVis to support multi-faceted exploration of blog conversations [14], which contains multiple views to provide thread information at different granularities. Bum et al. presented a design study in which they characterized the domain goals of online health communities (OHCs) and derived analytical tasks to achieve these goals [20]. They proposed VisOHC, a visual analytics system that captures hidden dimensions of threads in OHCs.

The design of iForum has been inspired by many of the above visual analytics systems. However, most previous works concentrate on general analytical tasks of forum data, which is not adequate for a deeper understanding of domain-specific problems in MOOC forums. Further, none of the above systems have thoroughly considered the three dynamically interleaving aspects, i.e., users, threads, and posts, together at an entire forum level, which is essential for discovering insights in MOOC forums.

2.3 Understanding Social Interactions of Users
Many systems have been proposed to understand user social interactions in forums. For example, VISM visualizes the sequence of user interactions and subgroup formulation in a radial tree layout [17]. Pascal et al. developed a similar interface to VISM, which has a concentric and nested radial-tree layout [25]. Conversation Map computes a set of social networks in a forum based on post-reply interactions [28]. It employs users’ centrality degrees in a social network to differentiate the importance of users in a community and visualizes social and semantic networks with a node-link diagram.

Although the aforementioned approaches can demonstrate social interaction among individuals in forum conversations, they are unable to reveal user connections at a higher level, i.e., connections among user groups. Differently, iForum identifies social dynamics of users at both the individual level and the group level. Moreover, our design is able to depict between- and within-group user interactions with different grouping criteria.

2.4 Analyzing MOOC Forums
Identifying content-related threads among noisy discussions is one of the most popular research topics in MOOC forum analysis. Brinton et al. proposed a unified generative model for discussion threads that allows for effectively choosing thread classifiers and ranking thread relevance [7]. Ramesh et al. characterized forum posts into three categories, course content, meta-data level discussions, and general discussions, and employed seeded topic models to classify posts into each category [26]. Cui et al. extracted linguistic features and built a classification model to identify content-related threads [9]. On the contrary, Rossi investigated several language independent features to
classify threaded discussions, such as structure, popularity, temporal dynamics of threads and diversity of the ids of the users [27].

Some researchers have focused on analyzing and examining user posting behaviors in MOOC forums. For example, the prolific posting behavior of super posters and whether they have positive contributions on the overall forum activities has previously been studied [15, 38]. In contrast, Mustafah and Bu explored the behavior of “passive” users who regularly read posts in a forum without posting [21].

Another research direction lies in discovering correlations between learning/teaching activities and posting behavior in MOOC forums. Yang et al. identified factors related to student behavior and social positioning in forums to explore student dropouts in MOOCs [39]. Similarly, Wen et al. observed a correlation between the sentiment ratio of daily forum posts and the number of students who drop out each day [37]. Several other works also focused on locating threads that may require an instructor’s attention and students that may need assistance in MOOC forums [4, 8].

While these analytical methods have provided useful patterns in MOOC forum data with multiple perspectives, the lack of visualization components limits the ability to interactively explore data and opportunities to discover richer and deeper insights.

### 3 Task Characterization

In this section, we describe the method and procedure of extracting user requirements, and present the derived design rationales.

#### 3.1 Working with Domain Experts

In this study, we worked closely with three domain experts. One of them is a MOOC instructor who has designed and released courses about JAVA programming on edX [1] and received over ten thousand students. The other two are the official teaching assistants (TAs) of this course whose responsibilities are to assist with curriculum design, interact with students in the course forum, and collect feedback from students to give to the instructor. We collected the MOOC forum data after the course completed. The dataset contains raw posts created by forum users including students, TAs, and instructors. Each data entity is a post that contains the text content, created date, authorship and to which post it replies. In addition, we gathered and processed profile data of each forum user, such as his/her grade, nationality, etc.

Over the course of this design study, we organized three formal interview sessions with all experts, during which we presented the latest prototypes to them to get feedback. Also, we scheduled frequent informal communications with the TAs. Particularly, in the first interview session, we had in-depth conversations with the experts to identify their current challenges and problems of analyzing MOOC forum data. We also provided some initial sketches of our ideas and a dashboard showing course statistics and our analytics results, in order to gather a list of concrete design requirements. In the second session, experts were presented with a working prototype, an earlier version of iForum, to test whether the major design requirements were met and collect further feedback for refining the prototype. Finally, in the third interview, a full version of iForum with a refined interface and complete set of features was demonstrated. We aimed to derive a concrete use-case scenario of analyzing the forum data of the JAVA programming course with our experts, as well as identify strengths and weaknesses of iForum and potential areas to extend (see Section 6).

#### 3.2 Extracting User Requirements

The high-level goal of the domain experts is to understand the behavioral patterns of their students in the course forum, and to revise the courseware design for the next run. However, the three domain experts have various difficulties in analyzing the dynamic patterns of the forum data. A current MOOC platform, taking edX as an example, provides overall statistics for courses, such as the number of enrolled students, demographic distribution, etc. However, our domain experts propose analyzing the dynamics of the forum rather than static patterns. They argue that the MOOC forum is dynamic in nature because the discussions in the forum vary according to the life cycle of the course. For example, courseware-based events, such as the release of course videos, assignments, and exams, may lead to topic changes in the forum. Though statistical analysis of the MOOC forum is valuable and necessary, it is far from enough.

The instructor was busy and had no time to examine students’ discussions piece by piece. He wanted to get a general idea of the course forum and to know how user groups differ in terms of learning behaviors. He mentioned, “It would be interesting to know the learning patterns of students with high achievement over the course”. He advocated that different learning patterns between high achieving students and low-achieving students might reveal the reasons for varying levels of performance among students.

The TAs, on the other hand, were dedicated to exploring and analyzing the large number of users and posts in the forum. Traditionally they were only able to use the web-based interface provided by the MOOC platform to perform analytical tasks. They revealed problems related to their ability to identify valuable threads in large amounts of data. As one TA said, “Our course is quite popular, and there are hundreds of threads in the forum. We cannot read them all”. The TA further added, “We can only sort threads by recent activity [the last active date of the thread] or by the most activity [the post volume of the thread]”. He advocated that different learning patterns within and across user groups.

Moreover, one TA was keen on the connections among students. He noted, “It is impossible for us to answer all questions raised by thousands of students. So we have to identify community TAs from the discussions and examine their performances”. However, a traditional forum system is quite limited in its ability to perform this task. The TA added, “It [the MOOC platform] does not support user-based interface to help us understand interactions among forum users”. Besides individual level connections, the TA wanted to know stories like whether high-grade students are more likely to interact with high-grade students.

In summary, the experts demanded a visual analytics system which is specifically designed for MOOC forums to achieve the following high-level goals:

- **G1**: To explore forum data from multiple levels of scales, from the entire forum to an individual thread or user.
- **G2**: To examine the overall changes of the forum from different perspectives, and to compare behavioral patterns among different user groups.
- **G3**: To reveal various characteristics about each thread, and to assist with the exploration of a number of related threads.
- **G4**: To inspect the interaction patterns between specific users and between user groups.

### 3.3 Distilling Design Rationales

Based on the interviews with the experts, we derive the following design rationales to guide our design of the iForum system.

- **R1**: **Revealing temporal dynamics of the whole forum.** A MOOC forum usually contains three main interleaving elements, i.e., users, posts, and threads, that dynamically evolve over time. At each time step, some threads are newly created and become actively discussed, while others receive their last posts and will be inactive thereafter. Patterns in the lifespans of threads can reveal the overall performance of the forum from the thread perspective. Similarly, from the user perspective, depicting the active time periods of users is also essential to accurately reflecting forum dynamics. Moreover, the performance of the forum is related to the number of posts created at each time step as well as the changes of their contents such as major topics discussed over time (G1, G2).

- **R2**: **Comparing behavioral patterns of user groups with different characteristics.** Forum users can be grouped by various characteristics, such as grade, nationality, activity within the course,
and first/last active date in the forum. Our experts were particularly interested in two attributes, namely grade and nationality, because they may have correlations with user posting behavior in the forum. For example, students with different achievements may vary in posting tendency; and nationality that reveals the culture variation of the students may affect the topic preferences. Examining patterns in different user groups helps experts explore and gain insights into specific sets of users, thus designing more effective courseware that balance different needs (G2).

R3: Discover temporal and structural patterns of individual threads. A thread initializes from a root post followed by a collection of responses. Each response may receive several further responses. Hence, a thread is defined as a tree of posts that is structured by such responding or replying actions. In the MOOC platform, this tree structure of a thread is preserved with indentations to present the user replying relationships. However, temporal information of each post, which is crucial for browsing the dynamics of a thread, is partially discarded in the indentation presentation. Therefore, demonstrating both the temporal information and structural patterns is essential for experts to understand the evolution of a thread (G1, G3).

R4: Identify social dynamics of users reflected by their activities in the forum. Replying relationships among users represent their social interactions in the forum. Also, at the user group level, social connections between different groups and within the same groups are important for learning about the performance of the forum. Our experts advocated that the discussions in MOOC forums change dynamically with the release of the courseware, so as social interactions among users. Hence, identifying patterns of social dynamics between users or user groups can reflect the wellness of the forum (G1, G4).

R5: Display original text. All experts have suggested that showing the original text of posts in a thread similar to the traditional MOOC platform is essential for them to verify findings. Moreover, to confirm hypotheses or gain deeper understandings of forum discussions, some other information should be added on top of the textual content, such as the nationality and achievement of the posting user.

4 System Overview

The architecture of the iForum system consists of three major components: a data preprocessing module, a data analysis module, and a visualization module (Figure 2).

The data preprocessing module extracts posts from the MOOC forum data, and reconstructs threads from the replying relationships among posts. It further builds the social connections between users based on their reply relationships in threads. Moreover, we distill detailed user information from other data sources. For example, user achievement records (such as grades) are extracted from the courseware progress data, and user geographic information is derived by mapping the IP addresses in the clickstream data to countries. The most time-consuming part is the calculation of user geographic information. To accelerate preprocessing the clickstream data, we employ Map-Reduce technique [11] to process the data in parallel. In practice, for original data of about 20GB, it takes about half an hour preprocessing the data on a workstation with Intel Core i7-4930K 3.40GHz processor, equipped with 32GB of RAM and Debian 8.

In the analysis module, we employ SeededLDA [16] to identify topics of forum posts. Inspired by [31] and our interviews with domain experts, we categorize the posts into four high-level topics by utilizing a lexical seed set, including course logistics, course content, questions, and general discussions (unseeded topic). For example, Table 1 shows the seed words for each topic in a JAVA programming course. More specifically, seed words in “Course logistics” and “Course content” are employed from [26] and course syllabus respectively. Our experts suggest adding a “Question” category to collect structured questions which contain specific keywords, such as “operation system” description and problematic “code”, etc. All key words are refined during the interviews with the experts. In addition, we use Natural Language Processing APIs [6] to analyze the sentiment of each post.

The visualization module allows the end user to explore the dynamics of the MOOC forum with the three interleaving aspects, i.e., posts, users, and threads, at three different scales (Figure 1). At the macroscopic level, the overall temporal dynamics of the whole MOOC forum are shown in an Overview (Figure 1(a)); at the mesoscopic level, a Matrix View (Figure 1(b)) demonstrates the complex relationships among the three aspects of the forum; and in the microscopic level, the detailed information of each aspect is displayed with a Thread View (Figure 1(c)), a Social Network View (Figure 1(d)), and a Text View (Figure 1(e)) respectively. We develop the visual interface of iForum by following the aforementioned design rationales. All views in iForum are dynamically coordinated via interactive linking, allowing for a seamless exploration of forum data in different perspectives.

5 iForum Design

In this section, we describe the visual design of the iForum interface in detail, which contains five interactively coordinated views to assist the exploration of the MOOC forum data at three different scales.

5.1 Overview: Getting the Gist

The Overview demonstrates the overall temporal dynamics of the MOOC forum at the macroscopic level (R1). As discussed earlier, we use the SeededLDA model [16] to categorize MOOC forum posts into four topics. As shown in Figure 1(a), the topics are color-coded and shown in a flow chart along the y-axis (i.e., the time axis), where the post volume of each topic is mapped to the width of the flow.

Apart from post topics, knowing the dynamics of user activeness is another important macroscopic task. For example, our experts want to know the following: for each week, how many new users emerge, how many old users are left, how long are the new users staying in the forum? Moreover, discovering the dynamics of thread lifespans is essential to studying a MOOC forum’s wellness. Similar questions can be asked, such as how many threads are created or closed in each week. As shown in Figure 1(a), to address these questions, we leverage a visualization based on the box-and-whisker diagrams [32], named G-boxplot, to indicate the statistical information of user activeness and thread lifespans; we further employ the grouped bar charts to summarize the volumes of different types users and threads (i.e., new, active and inactive items) along time. In the G-boxplot visualization, both the x and y-axis represent time, where the x-axis is shared with the grouped bar charts and the y-axis is shared with the topic flow chart. For each time step (one week in this example) along the y-axis, two box-and-whisker diagrams, where orange indicates threads and purple indicates users, depict the temporal distributions of activities of the new users and threads in that time step. Taking the first purple

Table 1. Seed words for the three topics in a JAVA programming course.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Topics</th>
<th>Seed Words</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Course logistics:</td>
<td>thank, professor, lectures, assignments, concept, love, thanks, learned, enjoyed, forums, subject, question, hard, time, grading, peer, course, university, classroom, teaching</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Course Content:</td>
<td>identifier, variable, expressions, memory, io, constructor, method, bool, array, string, scanner, printerwriter, interface, gui, binary, stack, eclipse, java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Questions:</td>
<td>problem, error, bug, report, software, description, operation, system, browser, architecture, code, help, unable, suggestion, trouble, try</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To unfold the temporal dynamics of the whole forum in different user groups (R2), we develop the Matrix View that includes a matrix diagram and a bar chart on top to reveal information at the mesoscopic level (Figure 1(b)).

The matrix diagram is a major analytical component in this view, sharing the same vertical time axis with the Overview. The x-axis of the matrix diagram represents user groups, where the analyst can choose to group users by different meta-data attributes, such as grade and country. Each cell in the matrix diagram indicates the information of one user group (column) at one time step (row) from two aspects: users and posts. First, the number of posts is mapped to the size of a pie chart, where each portion corresponds to a topic using the same color-coding in the flow chart of the Overview. Second, the number of users is encoded with a density background using white-purple gradient, where the darker the color the larger the user volume. A summary of user distribution is further indicated as a bar chart on top of the matrix, where the height of the bar maps to the total user volume in each group. To avoid visual clutter and information overloading in the matrix diagram, the analyst can also choose to display only the pie charts or the density background. The third aspect of the forum data, threads, is revealed on demand as the analyst clicks the pie charts in the matrix cells. The threads passing through all the selected cells (i.e., a group of user at a particular time step) are drawn as orange lines across the matrix diagram, indicating how different user groups interact with each other in those threads along time. Meanwhile, all the unrelated cells are fade-out to ease the exploration. Alternatively, the analyst can set the combined method of threads to union, i.e., threads passing any of the selected cells would be displayed.

Three different interaction techniques, sorting, aggregation, and filtering, are integrated with the matrix diagram to help the analyst transit from the mesoscopic exploration to the microscopic level. First, the matrix columns can be sorted according to the user volume or the post volume of each user group, which is useful when the analyst would like to investigate the most or least popular user groups. By default, columns are sorted numerically or alphabetically according to user grouping attributes. Second, multi-scale exploration is supported in the matrix diagram by allowing for dynamic aggregation of the time axis, e.g., by day or by week. When the data is available, the analyst can also choose to operate the column of the matrix in a similar multi-scale manner, e.g., grouping users with different grade chunk sizes. Third, iForum integrates two kinds of filtering mechanisms, traditional filtering and cross filtering, to locate points of interests in the forum data. First, traditional filtering can be used to filter matrix cells based on the volumes of users and posts. Second, the analyst are equipped with cross filtering to create a series of dynamic, removable filters along multiple user meta-data attributes by simply clicking the column header (Figure 4).

In addition, interactive linkings are supported to relate the matrix diagram with the bar chart on top. For example, hovering over a cell in the matrix highlights its portion of the whole user volume on the corresponding bar in the bar chart.

**Design considerations.** We choose the matrix metaphor as the base of the visualization design because it is versatile in showing both discrete and continuous attributes in a multi-scale manner and allowing for a quick overview and comparison of different parts in the massive forum data with a semantic subdivision, i.e., time and user groups. The iForum prototype presented in the second interview was without crossing filtering function. However, our experts sometimes asked questions like: “what is the grade distribution of American students”, “what is the geographic distribution of high achieving students”, and “what is the activities of American high achieving students in the forum”? Traditional filtering with a multi-attributes column in the matrix diagram does not provide sufficient answers. We thus implement cross filtering to empower the matrix diagram, which is even more powerful when more user attributes are included. For example, in Figure 4(d), after applying filters, we are able to see the top five countries with the highest achieving students. They are India, the USA, Spain, Great Britain and Canada. In the third interview, our experts mentioned that the interaction was more intuitive than tables with lists of numbers for obtaining similar patterns (Section 6.1.2).
5.3 Thread View: Diving into Individual Threads

After the analyst identifies points of interests by interacting with the Overview and the Matrix View, she can shift the exploration focus to the microscopic level with the Thread View (Figure 1(d)). This view displays detailed information of all selected threads, initiated by the focusing cells in the Matrix View.

To unfold the temporal and structural characteristics of individual threads (R3), we design a novel visualization, named Thread River, to present lengthy threads with complex replying relationships. We are first inspired by Thread Arcs [18] which depicts both the hierarchical structure of a conversational thread and its chronological sequence of messages in a compact layout. As Figure 5(a) shows, each post in the thread is represented as a node located on the time axis, and a replying relationship is indicated as a curve connecting the two nodes. Although intuitive, Thread Arcs is not scalable for threads with large numbers of posts due to the visual clutter of curves (Figure 5(b)). We then simplify the hierarchical structure by grouping all subsequent posts of a post if they all reply to that post and are adjacent in time. As shown in Figure 5(c), the thread is the same as that depicted in (b). The first rectangle on the right represents all posts replying to the forth post. Such design eliminates many nodes and curves in the original Thread Arcs while preserving the tree structures. However, it still has limitations in visualizing significant long threads with very complex replying relationships (Figure 5(d)). To further extend scalability, the final Thread River design employs the focus+context technique to show lengthy threads with a focus window of the detailed thread structures and a background context of the post volumes across time (Figure 5(e)). The analyst can freely adjust the focus window by dragging the black handles and a staged animation is played after to ease the transition between different visual states of the thread.

Rich interactions are also supported in the Thread View. First, the analyst can choose to map different attributes, such as the grade of the post owner, the topic, or the sentiment of the post, to the color of the nodes. For aggregated nodes, i.e., the rectangles in Thread River, our current implementation shows the average value for continuous attributes (e.g., grades) or the majority value for categorical attributes (e.g., topics). Second, various sorting strategies are embedded to enable the analyst to organize threads with specific criteria, including thread length, starting date, closing date, and so forth. Interactive linkings between this view to other views in iForum are also embedded. For example, hovering over a thread highlights the corresponding cells in the Matrix View and the visual elements in the Social Network View, in correspondence to the focusing cells in the Thread View, in order to reveal more detail.


difficult to show social patterns at a higher level, such as connections among user groups, in an intuitive way, which was more important to our experts. Further, our experts found it hard to locate students of interest. We thus develop the grouped node-link diagram; and to overcome the visual clutter of links, we further augment it with a heatmap matrix after another discussion with the TA. Each of the two visualizations have their own benefits, where the analyst can leverage both to explore data more effectively.

Fig. 5. The design process of Thread River. (a) The basic Thread Arcs. (b) Thread Arcs not scaling well for a number of posts. (c) The revised Thread Arcs with aggregation in subsequent posts replying to the same post, showing the same thread as that in (b). (d) The design of revised Thread Arcs showing lengthy thread with complex reply relationships, which is too long to display. (e) The Thread River design presenting the same thread as that in (d).

5.4 Social Network View: Examining User Connections

The Social Network View serves the microscopic exploration of data from the user perspective (Figure 1(d)), revealing the social dynamics of users in MOOC forums (R4). This view shows all users appearing in the Thread View, in correspondence to the focusing cells in the Matrix View, or the entire social connection in forum data.

Two types of visualizations are designed in the Social Network View, a grouped node-link diagram and a heatmap matrix, to represent user social connections in different forms. In the grouped node-link diagram (Figure 6(a)), users are represented as circles where the size indicates user activeness level and the color indicates the user attribute value (e.g., grade). Users within the same attribute group are drawn together using the circle packing algorithm [34]. Social connections are shown as gray links between users. In the heatmap matrix (Figure 6(b)), both rows and columns depict user groups, and each cell is color-coded with the connection strength (the darker the stronger) between the corresponding user groups. Thus, diagonal cells present within-group connections and other cells show between-group connections. Synchronized with the Matrix View, users can be grouped by grade or by country in the Social Network View. Further, when the analyst hovers over a node in the grouped node-link diagram, a tooltip window pops up with some basic information of that user (e.g., grade) and a word cloud capturing the most frequent words in the user’s posts (Figure 6(c)).

Design Considerations. We iteratively refine our design of the Social Network View with the help of our experts. In the second interview, we illustrated the most straightforward node-link diagram to show the social network of users (Figure 6(d)), and we experimented on the graph layout with the multidimensional scaling (MDS) [19] and the force directed method [5]. However, it failed to show social patterns at a higher level, such as connections among user groups, in an intuitive way, which was more important to our experts. Further, our experts found it hard to locate students of interest. We thus develop the grouped node-link diagram; and to overcome the visual clutter of links, we further augment it with a heatmap matrix after another discussion with the TAs. Each of the two visualizations have their own benefits, where the analyst can leverage both to explore data more effectively.
More specifically, the grouped node-link diagram can reveal information at the individual level or user group level, and the heatmap matrix is connection oriented and presents clearer relationships. In the third interview, our experts were excited about the heatmap matrix because they were able to discover within- and between- group interactions with little effort. Moreover, the grouped node-link diagram enabled the experts to conveniently explore a lot of students/TAs of interests and examine their forum activities (Section 6.1.4).

5.5 Text View: Revealing Original Posts

To enable the analyst to examine the raw data at the lowest level (R5), we design the Text View that provides a conventional presentation of forum threads (Figure 1(e)). Posts of the thread are arranged vertically with various levels of indentations to reveal the hierarchical structure. Beside the textual content of posts, we selectively show some important attributes with minimum visualizations, including the name, grade, and country of the user as well as the topic category and the sentiment of the post.

The Text View are linked with the Thread View and the Social Network View through interactions. On the one hand, after selecting a thread in the Thread View, or clicking a user in the Social Network View, the Text View updates with the content of the thread, or all posts created by the user. On the other hand, when clicking an entry in the Text View, the relevant post and user are highlighted in the Thread View and the Social Network View respectively.

6 Case Study

We assess the effectiveness and usefulness of iForum with an in-depth case study. We conducted a semi-structured interview with the same three domain experts, one course instructor and two official TAs, whom we worked with to iteratively develop iForum. The interview took about 60 minutes. We demonstrated the system in the first ten minutes. The following 40 minutes were used for free exploration. We instructed them to do the exploration in a think-aloud protocol, encouraging experts to speak out whatever they were looking at, thinking, doing and feeling in the exploration. We took the notes about their feedback. Finally a post-interview discussion was conducted to further discuss the strengths and weaknesses of iForum. We recorded the whole session for later analyses.

6.1 Use-Case of iForum

During the interview, we asked the experts to use the system to examine the MOOC forum data generated by the course they had taught. This JAVA programming course was released on edX during Jun.-Aug. 2014. The forum data contains a total of 1,976 threads, involving 2,221 users and 11,915 posts. In addition to the high-level goals outlined in Section 3, in this case study, our experts were particularly interested in identifying the difference of behaviors between high- and low-achievement students and examining social interactions among different user groups.

6.1.1 Digesting the Forum

First of all, the course instructor wanted to examine the overall patterns during the course period (R1). After the data were loaded into iForum, the Overview provided a big picture of the entire forum (Figure 1(a)). From the flow chart showing the overall volume of posts, he noticed that the activities on the forum kept increasing during the first three weeks of the course and then decreased thereafter: “students might be just signing up and deciding to stay or leave”. The instructor also observed a big gap at the 5th week. One TA explained: “We released the course project at the 6th week, and the project attracted much attention from our students.” The instructor knew from past experience that forum discussions changed periodically due to the release of new course videos every week. So he shifted his eyes to the G-boxplots on the right of the flow chart summarizing the patterns of users and threads weekly (Figure 3(a)). He observed that for each week, about 50% of newly active users became inactive on the forum after the week, showing a turnover rate in discussion participation of approximately 50%. In addition, over 50% of newly created threads closed within one week. The instructor said to one TA, “maybe we can summarize these threads weekly, and provide weekly FAQs in the next run [next release of the course]”. Moreover, he mentioned that the G-boxplots were effective because it summarized the important statistics and dynamics of the whole forum in one view and allowed for comparisons across the course period.

6.1.2 Examining User Groups

Next, the instructor wondered what the behaviors of students with different grades might differ (R2). In the Matrix View, he chose to show the density background in the matrix diagram only, since he wanted to get an overall idea of user distribution by time and grades (Figure 7(a)). The instructor found that it was darker at the upper left corner, indicating that most low-achievement students were active in the first few weeks only. Moreover, the right part of the matrix was also in dark purple, showing that most high achieving students were continuously active across the course period. “It is reasonable, but we haven’t expected to examine this pattern before”, the instructor added, “Maybe the ten-week course lasted too long for many students studying online. We can adjust our course syllabus for the next run”. Further, the instructor observed that in the first column of the matrix diagram, where laid the TA user group, circles were large with a nearly white background, indicating that few TAs contributed a large number of posts. “Our TAs worked hard and community TAs had high motivation during the course period”, the instructor mentioned.

To further investigate the topics of the discussions, the instructor chose to show the foreground pie charts of the matrix diagram. He found that pie charts in the columns of grades 40 and 60 had higher proportions of red, indicating students with grades between 40 and 50 tended to discuss more about course logistics. “Maybe people on the edge of passing the course care more about course syllabus and how they are evaluated, or they are likely to judge the course”, the instructor murmured. To examine what they were talking about, he then double-clicked one pie chart full of red proportion in the matrix diagram, which was located in the column “55” and row “27-Aug”. A long orange line passing through multiple pie charts in various columns (as illustrated in Figure 8) attracted his attention. In particular, some posts were created after the course ends, indicated by last three pie charts in the matrix diagram. In the Thread View, only one thread appeared with starting date 27th June. And ending date 20th September. “This thread was active across the whole course period”, the instructor exclaimed. He selected this thread to see content details. The Social Network View was updated to show all social connections among individual users. As shown in Figure 9, users from different countries were involved in this thread. In addition, a thread titled “VOTE for the professor and crew to next do the Android App course! (click =>)” was displayed in the Text View. The instructor laughed, “Aha! We plan to release the JAVA programming course for the second run. Perhaps Android application development is a good topic”. Then, the instructor adjusted the columns of the matrix to represent students’ nationalities (Figure 4(c)), and found that most of the students were from India and America. He further wondered if there

Fig. 7. The temporal dynamics of the whole forum in different user groups. Users are grouped by grade.
The Thread River caught his eye. From the timeline in the diagram, students caring about the project and technical details are likely to get higher grades?" To confirm this hypothesis, the instructor further selected some other threads that were full of dark blue nodes, such as Figure 10(d) and (e). In the Text View, he observed that these threads were technically oriented and targeted on specific problems, such as "LAB 4 task 1 Incompatible types error" (R5). One TA pointed to the screen and said that he like the flexible color encoding because it allowed him to inspect threads from different perspectives. He suggested adding more user attributes to the color mapping for further insights.

6.1.4 Exploring Social Connection

Fig. 10. (a), (b) and (c) demonstrate the results of dragging the time window on the Thread River. (d) and (e) display two threads that attract high achieving students.

were any differences in the achievements of these two big groups of students. Thus, the instructor performed a series of cross filtering operations as shown in Figure 4, which resulted in a matrix diagram of the distribution of high grade students in different countries (Figure 4(d)). Through the percentage information on the bar chart above the matrix, the instructor found that 21% of Indian students got grades higher than 80 while high achieving students accounted for 17% of American students. "Hmm, it seems Indian students performed better [compared with American students],[", the instructor added, "Our TAs have obtained similar results using R, but the results are shown in tables. I like this visual way because it is handy, intuitive, and interactive. We don't need to write any program."

6.1.3 Diving into Threads

To look into the discussion threads in the forum, the instructor selected the three biggest cells from the Matrix View, since he wanted to examine which threads were related to these cells (R3). This resulted in seven threads in the Thread View, and then the instructor examined them one by one together with the Text View. He found that five of these threads were social-based, such as "Hi friends, Anyone from India - Taminhadu!!!" and "Introduce Yourself!". Moreover, he noticed that these threads were composed with nodes in white or light blue, indicating that they were actively supported by a number of low achieving students. "It is not surprising", the instructor added.

"But I never thought this pattern [social-based threads attracting low-grade students] is obvious like that.". Then, the instructor decided to identify which threads attracted high achieving students. He cleared the previous selections and clicked the biggest cell in the last column (grade 95-100). As shown in Figure 10(a), a thread depicted with the Thread River caught his eye. From the time line in the diagram, the instructor found that this thread was active for one month, which was quite unusual. He dragged the focus time window of the thread and saw that most nodes were in dark blue (Figure 10(b) and (c)), indicating that high achieving students actively participated in this thread. After clicking it, from the Text View the instructor found it was "[OFFICIAL] Q&A - Project", which was created by one TA to allow students to post questions related to the course project. He wondered, "Students caring about the project and technical details are likely to get higher grades?" To confirm this hypothesis, the instructor further selected some other threads that were full of dark blue nodes, such as Figure 10(d) and (e). In the Text View, he observed that these threads were technically oriented and targeted on specific problems, such as "LAB 4 task 1 Incompatible types error" (R5). One TA pointed to the screen and said that he like the flexible color encoding because it allowed him to inspect threads from different perspectives. He suggested adding more user attributes to the color mapping for further insights.

6.2 General Feedback

The instructor and TAs showed great interest in using iForum, and they appreciated the insights found in the current prototype. The instructor mentioned: "Your system can help us generate hypotheses. Some results are useful and inspiring and we have not thought of computing them before. For example, [the matrix diagram indicates that] the ten-week course may be too long for many students, and we should refine the course design for the next run." Therefore, the instructor decided to try the "self-paced" mode of presenting the course materials, thus providing more flexibility to students, in the...
the second release later in the same year. In addition, the instructor proposed two other directions of refining their course design. First, the TAs should compile a weekly FAQ during the course period. Second, the instructor considered to include Android application development in the next run.

From the post-interview discussion, the experts also suggested two general directions for a deeper understanding of students’ learning behavior in MOOCs. First, passive users, who surf forums without posting, account for the majority of forum users [21]. For these users who do not necessarily create posts, they may search and acquire enough information in the forum. “Users creating posts in the forum are limited”, therefore the instructor recommended integrating the analysis of forum browsing and posting to obtain a comprehensive picture of user activities in MOOC forums. Second, various learning activities are recorded in heterogeneous MOOC data sources. For example, discussions among students are presented in the forum data and students’ video watching behaviors are stored in the clickstream data. “I believe you can get deeper behavioral patterns by combining the clickstream data and the forum data”, the expert suggested to conduct a joint analysis among different data sources to gain a better understanding of students’ learning behavior in MOOCs.

More encouragingly, the expert would like to use iForum for presenting insights when delivering talks outside the campus. To fit to screens with different resolutions, he suggested showing detailed views, i.e., the Thread View, the Social Network View, and the Text View, in a tabbed panel.

7 DISCUSSIONS

Although our iterative user-centered design and the resulting case study reveal the effectiveness of iForum in exploring the temporal dynamics of MOOC forum data from multiple perspectives and multiple levels, some limitations still exist in the current prototype.

First, some parts in the analytical component of iForum need further improvement. For example, in the sentiment analysis, one comment is marked as negative with the content “I have sent the lab 01 and there were no problems at all”. It is challenging due to the complexity and variation of human languages. For instance, the state-of-the-art work in predicting fine-grained sentiment labels for all phrases has only achieved a precision of 80.7% [29]. Moreover, to apply seededLDA to other courses, we need to manually generate a set of seed words for each topic, which lacks the flexibility of vast deployment of the system. However, when more advanced analytical techniques are developed in the future, such limitations may be resolved.

Second, the G-boxplot is designed based on the box-and-whisker diagram in statistics, which is not a commonly-seen visualization. This design requires bit learning for users who are not familiar with the box-and-whisker diagram. Although we do not encounter any difficulty of understanding the G-boxplot during our design study with the experts, designing a more intuitive visualization is necessary to widen the audience for using iForum in the future.

Third, as shown in Figure 1(b), we use orange lines to depict threads passing through all the selected cells in the matrix diagram. However, lines connecting cells in the same row are usually overlaid together. In addition, in the grouped node-link diagram, visual clutter exists due to a large number of lines linking individual users. To resolve these problems, we show entities with different opacities in the current prototype. However, detailed connections are harder to perceive by adjusting opacity only. We plan to employ the edge bundling technique [13] or other methods summarized in [12], such as sampling, to illustrate messy lines in a clean and informative way.

There also exists limitations of our design study. For example, we only involve experts of one MOOC course in this study, which might be insufficient to generalize our results to other domains. Further, since the experts participate the iterative design process from the beginning, and are familiar with the system during the study, potential problems of iForum may not be fully revealed. Therefore we plan to evaluate iForum with more MOOC courses and carry out interviews with instructors from different domains.

Several interesting directions are promising to generalize the current iForum design. First, the proposed design of visualizing lengthy threads, Thread River, is flexible enough to be applied in exploring and analyzing other asynchronous online discussions, such as blog discussions, Email conversations and Twitter comments. Moreover, although we conduct our design study in the context of analyzing MOOC forum data, we believe most of the visual design in iForum can also be applied to the exploration of other kinds of forums, such as Stackoverflow [3], Reddit [2], etc. Because MOOC forum data is similar to other forum data in structure, except that some education-specific attributes (e.g., grade) are embedded in user profiles. Thirdly, in this design study, we only collect user information from two aspects: grade and country. It would be straightforward to extend iForum to analyze richer user attributes, such as gender, age, and education level, to gain a deeper understanding of their behaviors in MOOC forum discussions. However, such multi-attributed user information may require more advanced visualization techniques to support effective faceted browsing in addition to the cross filtering mechanisms in the Matrix View.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have presented a design study for developing a visual analytics system, named iForum, which allows analysts to effectively discover and understand dynamic patterns of MOOC forums. iForum enables the interactive exploration of the complex and heterogeneous MOOC forum data that includes three interleaving aspects, i.e., posts, users, and threads, at three different scales. Moreover, through this iterative user-centered design process, we have outlined a set of domain-specific goals and design rationales that could further inform the future design of similar visualization systems. We have also proposed Thread River that can illustrate temporal and structural information of lengthy threaded discussions. The results of one case study have demonstrated the effectiveness and usefulness of iForum in exploring real-world MOOC forum data based on working with our domain experts.

In the future, we plan to enhance the reliability of the analytical component of iForum by applying more advanced natural language processing techniques. Next, since FAQ is important in MOOC courses, we would like to enhance iForum by extracting FAQs automatically to accelerate the analysis of forum data. Moreover, our experts rely on their previous knowledge to interpret the visualization. We plan to integrate course events into iForum to suggest possible reasons of noticeable patterns detected by the system. Further, we plan to support real-time browsing of MOOC forums so that instructors and TAs can dynamically adjust their strategies for delivering class lectures or react to certain behaviors from students in the forums.
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Fig. 11. The heatmap matrices with users grouped by country (a) and by grade (b).